Representation of surface properties of bio-molecules
using BioBlender
Introduction
In living cells proteins are continuously in movement. Two protein properties which have a vital rule
in motion and interaction with other proteins or other mediums are the electrostatic and lipophilicpotential. There are many physico-chemical programs for the calculation of these features which
supports the visualization as range of colors. But as there exist various types of color-codes,
understanding of them require proficient eye and, at the same time it is usually not possible to colorcode difference feature simultaneously.
With BioBlender a new visual-code is introduced for Molecular Lipophilic Potential (MLP) in which a
range of optical properties are encoded from smooth-shiny surface for hydrophobic regions and
rough-dull one for hydrophilic regions. Electorstatic Potential (EP) is shown as small particles that
flow alongside the field lines which depends to the charge of the
protein (Figure 1)
BioBlender
BioBlender is a software package built on top of Blender.
With BioBlender we can handle proteins in the 3D space, display their
surface in a photorealistic way, and elaborate protein movements on
the basis of known conformations. It is also possible load PDB files and
visualize them in 3D, calculate and show its surface features(MLP, EP).
Output files are exported in PDB format, and images as movie that can
be used to show physical as well as chemical features as molecule in
Figure 1
motion(Figure 2).
In BioBlender custom Python scripts have been employed for building
the interface, importing the meshes and the curves, converting MLP values into vertex colors and
running various scientific programs such as:
 Blender
 PyMOL
 PDB2PQR
 APBS (Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver)
 Python 2.6

MLP Function
For each .pdb file, PyMOL and pyMLP.py calculate the surface and the
MLP values, respectively; then, MLP (stored in a .dx file) is mapped onto
the surface and both are saved as an .obj file; MLP values are converted
into vertex colors, and texture images are saved. These are finally
mapped onto the material of the mesh, and rendered as bump and
specular effects (Figure 3).
EP Function
For the same .pdb file used for MLP calculation, PDB2PQR adds a
specific atomic charge to each atom. Then APBS calculates the EP
values and stores them in a .dx file. Scivis uses the information about

Figure 2; BioBlender Interface

the mesh (before calculated for MLP) and the .dx file to calculate the field lines. These file are
imported in Blender as curves along which the particles travel. emitted from their positive end.

Figure 3; Molecular Lipophilic Potential (MLP)

Figure 4; Electrostatic Potential(EP)

Availability
The software is freely available from http://www.bioblender.eu for Windows, and Linux
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